will develop as a model to demonstrate techniques for delivering continuing educational opportuni-
ties to persons living in a large, sparsely populated geographic region.

Changes at Choice

Choice, ACRL's monthly print and nonprint review publication for academic libraries, has announced some changes in editorial policy.

Beginning with their September 1984 issue, each review will carry the name of the reviewer and the reviewer's institutional affiliation. In making the change to signed reviews, Choice has reversed a policy of anonymity instituted with the founding of the magazine twenty years ago.

Choice began reviewing nonprint material in 1980 and expanded the nonprint coverage to include microcomputer software in 1984. The 30-50 nonprint reviews in each issue will now be featured in a separate section of the magazine to facilitate location and reference, and there will be cross-references from the subject sections.

The editorial and advertising offices of Choice are located at 100 Riverview Center, Middletown, CT 06457; (203) 347-6933. Annual subscriptions are $95 domestic and $105 Canadian and foreign. Single copy sales are $9.

WASHINGTON HOTLINE

UCNI Restrictions. Sandra Peterson, Documents Librarian, Yale University, testified September 13 for ALA at a Department of Energy (DOE) hearing on DOE's revision of its proposed rule on the identification and protection of Unclassified Controlled Nuclear Information (UCNI). Peterson, past Chair of ALA's Government Documents Round Table, also testified in August 1983 at a DOE hearing on the original proposal (April 1, 1983 Federal Register, pp.13988-93), expressing concern about the broad scope of the restrictions on access to information on nuclear materials, including documents already distributed to federal depository libraries which are depositories of DOE nuclear materials.

In the revised proposed regulations (August 3, 1984 Federal Register, pp. 31236-46) DOE made several changes directed at concerns of librarians. While questioning the philosophy which allows an agency to restrict access to unclassified information, Peterson acknowledged DOE's congressional mandate to issue regulations under Section 148 of the Atomic Energy Act, and commended DOE for responding to criticism and adopting a realistic approach. She recommended that the required quarterly report detailing the application of regulations or orders under Section 148 be distributed not only upon request but also to federal depository libraries.

DOE now states that in implementing the regulation, it "is not going to retrieve and control documents that have been widely disseminated in the public domain (e.g., to a public or university library)," and "private individuals (e.g., public or university libraries) are not required to control, review, or submit for review un marked documents in their possession which they perceive as possibly falling within the scope of these regulations." In addition, DOE will allow release of nonsensitive portions of documents containing UCNI, and will provide for special access to UCNI for nongovernmental persons with a "need-to-know."
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